TrackITOnline announces distribution deal with LogMatrix
TrackITOnline to deliver end-to-end network management solutions to the Channel

Melbourne, July 13th, 2011 TrackITOnline, Enterprise Solutions software distributor is pleased to announce the newly signed distribution partnership
with LogMatrix, provider of Application & Network Management solutions capable of meeting the scale and flexibility requirements of any network,
tying together your monitoring with your IT Practices and Policies.
The addition of LogMatrix to our solutions mix further cements our delivery capabilities around Network Management, explains Phil Lancaster,
Managing Director at TrackITOnline. LogMatrix compliments and integrates with Hitachi Operations Analyzer (which we also distribute) and is highly
customisable, offering our partners great flexibility . One size does not fit all:As todays IT infrastructures evolve, they are becoming more diverse and
complex. LogMatrixs NerveCenter is a network management toolkit that enables you to implement your IT infrastructure management practices and
policies. It allows you to manage critical IT assets the way you need them managed to proactively ensure they are accessible and available at all
times.We are excited to expand our reach into the Australian marketplace via are new relationship with TrackItOnline, says LogMatrix CEO, Jeff Lavin.
Being able to leverage their expertise and relationships, including the extensive ecosystem of partner companies they have, will allow us to quickly
provide significant value for our joint customers.Partners wanting to learn more about LogMatrix should contact TrackITOnline on 1300 VIRTUAL
(1300 847882).
About TrackITOnlineSpecialising in the distribution of IT Management Tools, TrackITOnline offers technologies that span Virtualisation, Management,
Reporting and Optimisation. The foundation of our product range is to provide solutions that help customers maintain, optimise and manage all areas
of their IT infrastructure. TrackITOnline products can be purchased through an extensive reseller network who benefit from engineering training,
exceptional customer service and marketing support. Looking for the industry leading solutions to Infrastructure Management? Visit
www.trackitonline.com.au or phone 1300 VIRTUAL (1300 847882).About LogMatrixLogMatrix is a provider of Network Management solutions capable
of meeting the scale and flexibility requirements of any network. LogMatrixs unique product, NerveCenter, helps companies, ranging from localized to
globalized, monitor and manage the entire scope of their network, reducing network noise while giving network administrators the power and control to
manage the network. Powered by finite state modeling logic, NerveCenter quickly and easily allows network operators to build specific knowledge of
their environment into their monitoring solution.
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